MLA (8th edition) Sample Citations

*Citations should be double-spaced. Here they are not, due to space limitations.

**When referring to a book, article, or web page, capitalize every important word in title and subtitle

Website with author

Author: Last name, first name. "Title of page in quotes". Title of website in italics, Publication date, URL.


Website with no author

"Title of page in quotes". Title of website in italics, Publication date, URL.


Youtube or other online video

Author, last name, first name. Video title (in quotes). Title of Website (italicized), Date uploaded, URL.


Article from a database

Author's last name, first name. "Title of article in quotes". Journal/Magazine/Newspaper/Source title in italics. Volume, if available. Issue number, if available. Date published. Pages, if available, Database name in italics, URL.


Book with one author

Author's last name, first name. Book Title in italics. Publisher, Publication year.


Electronic book

Author: last name, first name. eBook Title (italicized), year of publication. Website or Database Name (italicized), URL.


****For more citation examples, go to the Purdue OWL MLA Guide or Chabot College's MLA Citation Handout****